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Creators of luxurious fabrics hand-crafted for unique interior designers



We believe that craftsmanship results from a meticulous attention to detail and we 
are passionate about preserving traditional skills for future generations. That is why 
we work with a gifted team of artisans at our workshop, using time-honoured 

methods to produce luxurious hand-woven interior fabrics.

For Soie de Lune the making of fabric is not just a business. Part of our work is to For Soie de Lune the making of fabric is not just a business. Part of our work is to 
re-establish the importance of crafted fabric, which not so long ago was part of our 
everyday lives. In Laos, where our workshop is located, traditional hand-woven 
fabrics and distinctive motifs are still an essential part of peoples’ lives. Everything 
we do brings together the skills once common throughout the world, now 

disappearing because of mass production. 

The bedrock of our business is to provide our customers and their esteemed clients The bedrock of our business is to provide our customers and their esteemed clients 
with interior fabrics that have a special touch. Using a range of natural yarns 

sourced worldwide we produce unique fabrics for upholstery, window dressing and 
soft furnishings. We offer a wide range of contemporary colors and designs, 

augmented by custom colors and a bespoke weaving service. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY



TECHNICAL DETAILS- PLAINS



TECHNICAL DETAILS- PATTERNS

PATTERN REPEATS

Xone FlowerXone Upholstery Monsoon River Phalam 2 Ginger 2

*Due to our hand-crafted process, subtle variations are an intrinsic part of our work 
Please allow a small tolerance factor on all specified repeat sizes



TEXTILE CARE

CLEANING
Professional cleaning only of our fabric is mandatory. Please contact a professional 
cleaning service to clean the fabrics. Please take special care to ensure the correct 
professional cleaning is applied to the various yarns mixtures. The fabric is suitable for 
professional dry cleaning 

SOIL AND STAIN REPELLENT 
Soil and stain repellent treatment can be applied to our fabricsSoil and stain repellent treatment can be applied to our fabrics

CONTRACT AND IMO TREATMENT (FOR YACHTS) 
Fabrics are suitable for CONTRACT FINISHING such as FR flame-proofing treatment 
up-to international European or North American Standards

   

    



TEXTILE INFORMATION

BATCH FABRIC REPRODUCTION & DYES
Although all our fabrics are reproducible, natural fibres are subject to variations in 
colour and texture. Due to the process of hand weaving, pattern repeat sizes may differ 
slightly. This is due to the natural rhythm of the hand-weaving process where each 
piece is individually created. Dye lots may vary slightly from batch to batch

STANDARD MAXIMUM WEAVING WIDTHS
47”/ 120cm 47”/ 120cm 

CUSTOM WEAVING WIDTHS
Narrower fabric widths are available for orders over 50 meters / 55 yards

BACKING OF FABRIC
Knit backing reinforces the fabric stability but does not increase wear. 
All hand-woven silk for upholstery must be knit backed. Knit backing or backing is 
recommended for mix silk yarn upholstery usage

RUB TESTSRUB TESTS
Given the hand-woven nature of our fabric, we do not carry out systematic rub testing

*Please contact us for any further details




